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Who is Your Perfect Customer? 

The idea behind this exercise is for you to answer key questions and provide as much information as you 
can.  Your answers will help us to pinpoint the profile of the very best possible group clients for your 
property… your perfect customers.   
 
Philosophy aside we realize that perfection is uncommon in this world, but we find that the better we can 
understand what your ideal is, the better we can craft our call approach to elicit the information and leads you 
want...!  As famous American football coach Vince Lombardi once said: “Perfection is not attainable, but if we 
chase perfection we can catch excellence.” 
 
The questions below are designed for a hotel meeting/event/group customer.  But it can easily be adapted to 
a CVB, AV company, speaker bureau, DMC or any other hospitality or meetings industry supplier. 
 
So from your perspective what does your "Perfect Customer" look like?  This may be in the form of ranges 
with regards to several key factors such as: 

- What is the ideal group size? (may vary according to seasons/months)  
- What is the ideal range/extent of meeting space requirements? (e.g. size of main meeting room, 

average number of breakouts or room-to-meeting space ratio)  
- What are your ideal customer’s food & beverage requirements?  
- What are the ideal rates/fees paid? (ranges may be provided, allowing for variability according to 

seasons/months)  
- To what extent does your ideal customer use other facilities such as audio-visual, staging, business 

centre, etc.?  
  
What are your key geographic feeder markets (regions, cities)?  
 
What are your prime market segments – corporate, association (local, state/provincial, national, 
international), government, SMERF (social/ military/ educational/ religious/ fraternal), third-party planners/site 
selection companies?   
 
In the corporate segment, what industries or type of companies do you attract?  Who are the largest 
employers or other sectors of interest in your area that might incite a group to meet in your vicinity?  Are 
there certain companies/types of companies for whom you have executed particularly successful programs?   
 
Is there anything else you’d like to share with us that would paint a more accurate picture of your perfect 
customer?  What are the qualities, characteristics and attributes of your perfect customer?   
 
 


